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BlueTeak, the trend of the future
Stefan Senn: «ShareWood is a company that reacts quickly and works professionally.»

WohnGeist stands for exclusive products made of first-class materials, responsibly managed and manufactured in Swiss quality.  
CEO Stefan Senn has been using wood from ShareWood for 5 years. The exclusive interview can be found on page 4.
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Dear tree lovers,

Founding, building up and managing a company is like raising a child for me. I put a lot of heart 
and soul into ShareWood because this corporate group is my child. The economy and our environ-
ment are constantly changing and therefore ShareWood has to adapt to the external circumstan-
ces on a daily basis. Whether the laws and requirements of the agricultural sector in Brazil, or the 
economy or the timber trade. We are optimistic and look ahead!

I am currently working with COO Christian Marzari to optimise wood sales from the plantations 
in Mato Grosso, Brazil. You can read more about this on page 6. The same applies to Switzerland: 
our partner WohnGeist AG from Basel takes care of the sale of our sustainably cultivated planta-
tion wood. In an interview on page 4, Stefan Senn, CEO of WohnGeist, describes the current de-
mands of the market. 

When tree-owners visit their trees in Brazil, it fills me with pride. I am pleased when they realize 
that we are also doing our best in Brazil. The anniversary winners Evelin and Gregor Posch tra-
velled to their trees in May 2018. Their travel report is on page 7.

And just like for a child, to grow, a company needs more than just one person. That is why Share- 
Wood employees are extremely important to me. In this newsletter we would like to introduce 
you to two more employees (pages 1 and 8). 

Thank you for your loyalty, dear tree-owners, and I wish you lots of fun reading this and a nice 
summer!

Peter Möckli

Editorial

May we introduce?

55-year-old Ayrthon Dornelles Liebel Junior has only recently joined ShareWood. He 
is production manager of the plantations and wood processing and reports directly 
to COO Christian Marzari. In this role, he is responsible for optimizing the various 
functions and sites in Brazil. This includes the management of the entire wood pro-
duction (sawmill in Alta Floresta, mobile sawmill, logistics, as well as monitoring of 
the outsourced panel factory). More particularly, he has already been able to signi-
ficantly reduce costs in Juara and is always keen to ensure a good working atmo-
sphere. «I am especially grateful for the support I receive from the management.» 

» Ayrthon Dornelles Liebel Junior, Production Manager (plantations and wood processing)
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Environmental Social Governance (ESG), Socially Responsible Investing 
(SRI) or Sustainability Investing (SI) are terms that are becoming increa-
singly important for people with an affinity to finance. Sustainable in-
vestment is the fastest growing segment. «It’s tot a trend that will pass 
quickly, this is here to stay», says Ali Masarwah, Morningstar expert. 

Earn money by doing good
«You no longer have to be a do-gooder in order to participate in sus-
tainable investments. In addition to a clear conscience, sustainable 
fund products often offer better performance», explains Manfred Stütt-
gen, lecturer at the Lucerne University of Applied Sciences and Arts.

Investing sustainably with ShareWood
ShareWood offers the ideal solution exactly in this segment: currently, 
the ShareWood Group already paid 22 times wood proceeds with yields 
between 6 and 9 % IRR p.a. to the tree owners. The 23rd payment to 

the owners of the teak plantation F23.T11 Fazenda Três de Ouro was 
made in July 2018. A return of between 5 and 6 % IRR p.a. is paid out. 
The current payment relates to the sale of 10-year-old teak trees.

As the world’s population increases, so does the need for wood, and in 
addition, the rainforests are becoming less and less available as origi-
nal sources. As a result, the demand for precious wood from planta-
tions is increasing and at the same time prices are rising. A tree has the 
advantage that it continues to grow independently and gains in value 
every day, even when the markets are pointing downwards. 

You can find more information and a tree calculator under 
www.sharewood.com

Global warming and the consequences of CO2 emissions are important issues in politics and business. This makes it all the more 
important to consider sustainable investments. According to the Bilanz report of April 24, 2018, Swiss Re is realigning its entire 
investment portfolio. The Green Bond portfolio of the Zurich group is also said to have grown to $2 billion.
Source: www.bilanz.ch/invest/paradiesisch-investieren-die-kunst-der-grunen-geldanlage

Topic: Sustainable Investments  

The return on investment model of the ShareWood Group.

Doing good is good
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Interview with Stefan Senn of WohnGeist

Since when do you purchase wood from ShareWood for WohnGeist?
Stefan Senn (SS): We have been using the sustainably grown BlueTeak 
from ShareWood for the last 5 years. 
 
Why did you decide to cooperate with ShareWood?
SS: I have known Peter Möckli for more than 10 years now. When we 
met again by chance about 6 years ago, we wanted to figure out what 
can be done with the wood from ShareWood. You have to imagine: 15 
years ago we planted 500 fruit trees in the Canton of Thurgau – plum, 
pear, cherry and nut trees – simply because we wanted to give so-
mething back to the earth for the next generation. I was there last year 
and it was quite impressive: such a forest had grown there in the me-
antime. But then I forgot this wood again, because it will take another 
50 years until we can fell the first trees. Thanks to BlueTeak, a carpen-
ter can plant trees and produce furniture with his own wood within 10 
years. That is something we have never even considered here in Europe.
 
What distinguishes the cooperation between WohnGeist and Share- 
Wood? What is your experience?
SS: ShareWood is a company that reacts quickly and works professio-
nally. We are always satisfied. For timber deliveries from Brazil, how- 
ever, sufficient time must be taken into account as delays may occur.
 
How much wood do you order?
SS: Because of the transport costs alone, it is worth ordering whole 
containers. A small container means 15 cubic meters and a large one 
approximately 25 cubic meters of wood. 

What types of wood do you purchase?
SS: We work exclusively with teak. 

What do you make from the ShareWood wood?
SS: We’ve done practically everything from the smallest nutmeg-mill to 
whole cabinets, tables and beds. And of course a good many wooden 
terraces. 

Which projects have you realized using the wood from ShareWood? 
SS: The largest project to date was in the summer of 2017, a patio of 
approx. 300 square meters for the Basler Versicherung headquarters. 
We have made a brand new teak briefcase – a noble piece and also very 
practical. With it, you’re not only going to attract attention but also 
show your commitment to ecological concerns.  

What distinguishes ShareWood wood?
SS: The wood is interesting because of its character. It has a grain be- 
tween ash and olive wood. This makes it visually very attractive and 
also very much hits the nerve of the time. BlueTeak is very suitable for 
outdoor use where it comes into contact with water. So terraces, pri-
vacy screens, fences, pool frames. 
 
Where do you see opportunities for ShareWood wood? 
SS: In addition to outdoor areas, BlueTeak could very well become fa- 
shionable wood. The colour and structure are well received. 
 
What should I do to get a BlueTeak patio?
SS: You will find an overview of our products on our websites  
www.wohngeist.ch and www.blueteak.ch. We would be happy to give 
you individual and personal advice.

The Basel-based furniture manufacturer WohnGeist stands for wood furniture of timeless design and is committed to the philosophy  
of managing responsibly exclusive products made from first-class materials and produced according to Swiss quality standards.  
CEO Stefan Senn has been buying wood from ShareWood for the past 5 years and answers our questions in the following interview.

Stefan Senn (left) and ShareWood CEO Peter Möckli (right) share a deep friendship on top of their 5 year cooperation.
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Hotly sought after: the wooden toolbox from WohnGeist is a must-have for  
passionate DIY enthusiasts. 

Nutmeg grinders made of BlueTeak, 
designed by WohnGeist. 

Besides terrace f loor boards, Stefan Senn also  
produces matching trivets made of BlueTeak.

WohnGeist employee Oulaib Touhami polishes wooden whisk  
holders.

The largest WohnGeist project to date with BlueTeak from ShareWood: the terrace at the headquarters of Basler Versicherung.

Tree owner Manfred Maurer embellished his  
terrace with BlueTeak from ShareWood. 
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80 percent of production goes to the wholesale chain Le-
roy Merlin and 20 percent to smaller customers in São 
Paulo or Cuiabá and the surrounding areas. 

The squares in various sizes, which are produced in Alta 
Floresta, are all intended for export to India and are 
purchased by ShareWood’s joint venture partner Atlantic 
Impex. The ShareWood Group outsourced the glue lami-
nated board production. This saves processing costs.

The mobile saw is currently located in Juruena and works 
on the teak plantation F29 Fazenda Vitòria. In the second 
half of the year, we additionally purchase round wood 
from third-party suppliers and process this with our mo-
bile saw. We process this wood into squares, because the 
demand for it is currently very high. 

Through the various optimizations applied to wood pro-
cessing, the ShareWood Group comes a big step closer to 
its goal of becoming one of the world’s largest wood 
wholesalers and processors. Sales of teak wood can thus 
be increased in the coming years. This benefits Share- 
Wood and the tree owners equally.  

Increasing cost efficiency

The ShareWood Group has decided to change its strategy in the fabrication of wood products such 
as glue laminated panels: in order to have additional production capacity available within a short 
period of time – and at the same time reduce costs – the manufacture of these products is outsour-
ced to specialized local third-party companies. The company’s own wood processing factory in 
Cuiabá, which had been created in 2013 for the production of wood products developed in-house, 
has since been closed. Despite this outsourcing, ShareWood sticks to its proven concept of main-
taining an extended value chain with the production of glue laminated boards for example. 

Last autumn, the ShareWood Group entered into a joint venture with the Brazilian com-
pany Atlantic Impex and built the wood processing plant in Alta Floresta. This plant is re-

sponsible for the production of squared timber and planks, most of which are subsequently exported to Asia.
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Brazil, May 2018

«Great excitement was palpable right from the start. The time after 
receiving the warm invitation from ShareWood until the date was fixed 
and the actual arrival at the plantations in Alta Floresta was full of 
anticipation. We started our trip in Graz, flew via Zurich to São Paulo 
and then directly on to Cuiabá. Mr. Marzari welcomed us there and – 
on the way to the hotel – he told us many interesting things about the 
capital of the Mato Grosso region, which is mainly focused on agricul-
ture (cattle breeding, soybean cultivation and timber industry).

The visit to the sawmill with a guided tour through the plantation and 
a very detailed description of the various plantation sites and their 
stocks was very interesting for us. The climate in the company was very 
friendly and the workers were busy at the machines.

After a relaxing night in Cuiabá, we left early the next morning for the 
airport in order to travel to Alta Floresta with the Brazilian airline Azul. 
When we landed, an employee was waiting for us with his pick-up 
truck, the most common vehicle in this region – as we later noticed. 
After a refreshment, we got to know this rural region. Red gravel roads, 
wooden bridges, large herds of cattle along the way, cowboys on their 
horses and an unbelievable vastness. 

The drive to our plots took about an hour, well shaken we then entered 
the forest, which was guarded by a supervisor, called „Parrot“. His litt-
le boy wasn’t at school as he has no way to get there. Despite compul-
sory schooling, not all children in Brazil can attend school. Now the 
time had come: our trees stood directly adjacent to the natural forest. 
All carefully numbered, the plot clearly visible. Standing so far away 
from home in this forest, looking at these mighty trees, seeing blue 
parrots perched in the treetops and breathing in the scent of the forest, 
the feeling was overwhelming. It was quickly becoming dark and we 
were forced to leave after a detailed inspection – the time had come to 
tear ourselves away from this beautiful place. We ended the evening 
with delicious food and the Brazilian national drink „caipirinha“. 

The next day, we visited the newly built sawmill in Alta Floresta. A 
long-time employee of the plant in Cuiabá was sent there to contribute 
his experience and act as plant manager. A dedicated man with love for 
his job. After seeing the sawmill, we also visited teak forests, where 
some thinning work was being carried out. The sun shone through the 
rows of trees and the woodworkers were concentrated on the teak 
trees to be thinned out. 

After the flight back to Cuiabá, we said goodbye to Mr. Marzari who 
looked after us the whole time with a lot of passion and commitment 

and answered all our questions in detail. Many thanks for that. We met 
our guide directly at the airport and he brought us over to the Pantanal 
via the Transpantaneira. It was dark when we got there. After a typical  
Brazilian dinner and a short evening walk, we fell into our beds. The 
time in the Pantanal passed much too fast. Our guide Max led us th-
rough this impressive nature reserve on foot as well as in a jeep. Capi-
varas came to our terrace where they calmly ate grass, caimans were 
sunbathing along the way and seemed in no particular hurry to get 
back into the water. Countless bird species could be observed in peace. 
There was no rush or hurry at this place. Everything happened leisurely 
in harmony with nature. After 3 days, we had to say goodbye, with 
many beautiful impressions and numerous snapshots in our luggage. 

Finally, we’d like to thank ShareWood for this perfectly organized trip. 
We have gained a lot of security and feel that the decision to invest in 
teak was a good one. We wish all employees good luck, joy and success 
for the future.»

Evelin & Gregor Posch won a trip to their trees in ShareWood’s anniver-
sary year.

Evelin & Gregor Posch’s trip to Brazil

The anniversary winners Evelin and Gregor Posch visited  
their trees on the F33 Fazenda Céu Azul teak plantation in  
Alta Floresta.
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«Tony Rinaudo – The Forest-Maker»

The agronomist Tony Rinaudo revolutionizes reforestation in Africa with his method (FMNR), 
based on the use of existing tree stumps and roots. Targeted cutting of weak shoots favours the 
growth of the plants. The method is now being successfully applied in countries such as Niger, 
Ethiopia, Chad, Burkina Faso and Mali. Where ten years ago prickly bushes were still standing, or 
where the desert was constantly expanding, farmers are reforesting large areas of land thanks to 
this method. The book tells of the rocky road to the success of the method.

Availabe at Amazon, paperback: 164 pages, publisher: Rüffer & Rub; edition: 1 (June 6, 2018)
Language: English, ISBN-13: 9783906304366

Questions & Answers

R.C. from Hamburg asked: How does the wood revenue accounting work?

Dear Mr C.,

Before any thinning or final cutting, we measure the circumference of each tree at chest height, 
i.e. 130 centimeters from the ground. With these data, we create an individual tree inventory. 
Using fixed variables and forestry formulas, we calculate the saleable wood volume of each  
individual tree. Based on this inventory, our wood sales team in Brazil starts the sales process 
and tries to achieve the highest possible price for the wood. 

At the same time, the corresponding trees are harvested. Depending on the sales channel, the 
harvested logs either go to Alta Floresta for further processing into round timber, squared timber, 
boards and glue laminated panels or are exported directly to Asia. Thanks to our joint venture 
partner Atlantic Impex (see page 6), we have a secure sales channel. If ShareWood was able to 
sell the wood successfully on behalf of the tree owners and the price is fixed, we prepare a de-
tailed timber revenue statement. We read this data into our specially programmed software. We 
then check and compare each individual data record and send you the statement by e-mail after 
internal approval. The selling process usually takes about one year after thinning or felling is 
completed. Under certain circumstances, however, this may take longer.

David Gonçalves Fonseca has been working as a financial 
analyst for the Brazilian subsidiaries of the ShareWood Group 
for one and a half year. The 25 year old Brazilian is proud to 
have played a major role in restructuring the Brazilian Share- 
Wood Group subsidiaries last year, helping to streamline and 
optimize finances. In his spare time, he likes to play Ameri-
can football and spends a lot of time with his family. «For 
me, communication and commitment are very important for 
a pleasant working atmosphere with my colleagues.»

» David Gonçalves Fonseca, financial analyst ShareWood do Brasil Reflorestadore Ltda.

Book recommendation 
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ShareWood Switzerland AG
Seestrasse 473
PO Box 770
8038 Zurich
Switzerland

Tel +41 44 488 48 48
Fax +41 44 488 48 49
www.sharewood.com
info@sharewood.com

CHE-113.591.781 MWST


